Online Resources and Bibliography

This exhibition is based on the content from *Overground Railroad: The Root of Black Trave in America* by Candacy Taylor - New York: Abrams Books, 2020


**AUTOMOBILE**


Sugrue, Thomas J. “Driving While Black: The Car and Race Relations in Modern America.” Automobile in American Life and Society (Jan. 6, 2009).

**BLACK BUSINESSES**


**MULTIMEDIA**

The Dew Drop Inn, in New Orleans, was immortalized in a song by Little Richard.
Listen to it here: Dew Drop Inn

Murray’s Dude Ranch in Victorville, CA, was the site where many Herb Jeffries movies were filmed. View footage from The Bronze Buckaroo and Harlem Rides the Range. The films can also be purchased at the following links: The Bronze Buckaroo and Harlem Rides the Range.

BLACK TRAVEL & LEISURE


Milloy, Courtland. Black Highways: Thirty Years Ago We Didn’t Dare Stop. Washington Post Staff Writer Sunday, June 21, 1987


Shumaker, Susan. “Untold Stories from America’s National Parks: Segregation in the National Parks,” PDF PBS.org, 1:15–36,


BLACK TRAVEL GUIDES


GREEN BOOK SITES / STORIES /HISTORY


McGee, Celia “The Open Road Wasn’t Quite Open to All” New York Times, Aug. 22, 2010

Nazaryan, Alexander. “How the 'Green Book' Saved Black Lives on the Road” Newsweek,03/09/17


Taylor, Candacy TIME - The Remarkable Black Businesswomen Who Found Success in Segregated America, JANUARY 7, 2020


MULTIMEDIA

Bronze Buckaroo- Black Western filmed at Murray’s Dude Ranch
CBS SUNDAY MORNING,  Traveling with "The Green Book" during the Jim Crow era


Gravy. Mapping the Green Book: An Interview with Candacy Taylor – Podcast

Harlem Rides the Range – Black Western filmed at Murray’s Dude Ranch

Harvard University, W.E.B. Du Bois Research Institute Colloquium Series featuring Candacy Taylor. April 19, 2017

KRCW. The Green Book’ mapped safe spaces for Black travelers. This documentarian visited 5,000 of them. Podcast

Mars, Roman. 99% Invisible Podcast – The Green Book

NPR – Talk of the Nation. ‘Green Book' Helped African-Americans Travel Safely -September 15, 2010

NYPL, Green Book Digital Collection at Schomburg Center – New York Public Library

Ramsey, Calvin Alexander and Becky Wible Searles. The Green Book Chronicles. Website

SI Channel Documentary, Green Book Guide to Freedom. See the “Smithsonian Channel Screenings” document for information regarding how to request a screening of the Smithsonian Channel documentary at your venue.

MIGRATION / CLASS / SEGREGATION


Alderman, Derek, K. “Street Fit for a King.” Derek Alderman, Professor of Geography, University of Tennessee, Knoxville

Beth Tompkins Bates, Pullman Porters and the Rise of Protest Politics in Black America (1925-1945)


The Schomburg Center Black Liberation Reading List, Spring 2020


WGBH. “Jim Crow Laws.” *Freedom Riders*.


**POLICY**


Bliss, Laura. “*Mapping Chicago’s ‘Million Dollar Blocks’: The Costs of Incarceration Are Concentrated in Low-income, Predominantly Black Communities in the City*.” *CityLab*, July 24, 2015.


**MULTIMEDIA**

National Geographic. *Mapping the Green Book, 2019*

**PRESERVATION / RACE & ARCHITECTURE**

Dowdell, Kimberly. “*Racism is built into US Cities*,” *Fast Company*, June 2020

National Trust for Historic Preservation - [Green Book Sites](#)

*Route 66 News.* [Land dispute may hold up restoration of Threatt Filling Station](#), March 14, 2018

**RACIAL VIOLENCE**


Holman, Gregory J. “*It’s Not a Boycott: NAACP Warns Nation About Traveling in Missouri.*” Springfield News Leader (July 30, 2017).


Jones, Fred. “*96 Years Later The Greenwood Cultural Center 1921 Race Riot Massacre Facts with Video.*” National News, June 1, 2017


**MULTIMEDIA**

*Equal Justice Initiative* (EJI)

**ROUTE 66**

National Park Service – *Route 66 and the Historic Negro Motorist Green Book*

**MULTIMEDIA**

Parks, Katrina. *The Negro Motorist Green Book - Interview with Candacy Taylor*